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Class Upvan Form Assembly - Trip to the Magical World-Neverland 

   

“It is not in doing what you like, but in liking what you do that is the secret of happiness.” 

Sat Paul Mittal School organised the Form Assembly of Class Upvan on 24th September, 2019 in 

the Mittal Auditorium. The little Satyans of Class Upvan took the audience on a magical journey 

to Neverland with Peter Pan and his friends Tinkerbell and Wendy. The story tells us that dreams 

can be fulfilled, even if they may seem impossible. Peter Pan takes his friends to his land where 

there is no hunger, poverty and pollution. He gives a message that all the problems can be faced 

with courage and determination. 

The Satyans performed the Invocation Dance to invoke the blessings of God Almighty and 

mesmerised the audience with their powerpack performance. The play presented by the children 

enthralled their proud parents. The little Satyans gave a brief description about the 17 

Sustainable Development Goals, the SDG’s laid down by the UN to be achieved by 2030. These 

goals are a universal call to end poverty, protect the planet and ensure that all the people in the 

world enjoy peace and prosperity. The children also enlightened the audience about the 

importance of eating healthy food. They requested to keep cleanliness in the surroundings so 

that the Earth is cleaner and greener place to live for everyone. The importance of Reduce Reuse 

and Recycle was also shared. The song and the grand finale dance presented in the end conveyed 

the message of spreading goodness, magic of love, care and empathy. 

In a colourful display of befitting costumes, the tiny darlings sang, danced, played and acted on 

stage. The well-coordinated events held the audience in awe as one by one the items unfolded 
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onstage. The enthusiasm and energy reverberated in the entire Auditorium with enough foot 

tapping and applause doing justice to the entire show. The programme concluded with the 

National Anthem.  
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